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Abstract 
This thesis describes the work of investigating and developing Arctic Paper Grycksbo’s work 

environment work, focusing on their use of the Paper industry’s information system on work 

environment (Pappersindustrins Informationssystem om Arbetsmiljö, PIA). The work took place 

between January and June 2018 as a final part of the Master Programme in Industrial Design 

Engineering at Luleå University of Technology. The client of the project was Arctic Paper Grycksbo, 

one of three paper mills in the Arctic Paper Group. 

The work began with a literature study where areas such as production design, safety, work 

environment management, risk analysis, etc. was covered. Subsequently, a comprehensive survey of 

the PIA system was conducted in parallel with a survey of the company’s overall work environment 

management. This resulted in a clear picture of how the system is used, the role of the system in the 

work environment management and where there were shortcomings in the work being done today. An  

identified deficiency was that the quality of investigations of the reported events varied a lot 

depending on who performed the investigation, another identified deficiency was that there were a 

number of delayed events that appeared to be investigated and corrected but wasn’t marked as done in 

the system. To investigate how other companies use the system, a benchmarking was conducted where 

companies using any variant of the system got to answer how they use the system and what they like 

about the system. Based on the investigation of the system, Arctic Paper Grycksbo’s use of the system 

and the use of the benchmarked companies, six areas for improvement was identified, such as the 

uneven quality of investigation, the delayed events, their use of the risk management module and their 

analysing of the information in the system.  

When the areas of improvement were identified, the work was continued to develop how they could 

improve their use of PIA. First, six of the former benchmarked companies were contacted for more 

detailed interviews about how they use the system. Based on the deeper benchmarking, the theoretical 

framework and the areas where Arctic Paper Grycksbo can improve, new routines for Arctic Paper 

Grycksbo’s use of PIA was developed. As part of the routines, recommendations and instructions for 

statistics were also developed that they should begin to follow in the system. Arctic Paper Grycksbo is 

recommended to start following eight safety indicators, three leading and five lagging, and seven 

trends regarding the characteristics of accidents and incidents. 

The possibilities in the system are huge and there is a great potential to use it for most parts of the 

work environment work if you only set the time from the beginning and are aware that it requires 

some active work.  

KEYWORDS: work environment, safety, risk analysis, tools for risk analysis, IA, PIA  



Sammanfattning 
Det här examensarbetet beskriver arbetet med att undersöka och utveckla Arctic Paper Grycksbos 

arbetsmiljöarbete med fokus på deras användning av Pappersindustrins Informationssystem om 

Arbetsmiljö (PIA). Arbetet pågick mellan januari och juni 2018 som en avslutande del på 

civilingenjörsprogrammet Teknisk Design på Luleå Tekniska Universitet. Uppdragsgivare var Arctic 

Paper Grycksbo, ett av tre pappersbruk i Arctic Paper koncernen.  

Arbetet inleddes med en litteraturstudie där områden som produktionsdesign, säkerhet, 

arbetsmiljöarbete, riskanalys, m.m. behandlades. Därefter genomfördes en omfattande undersökning 

av PIA-systemet parallellt med en undersökning av företagets övergripande arbetsmiljöarbete. Detta 

resulterade i en tydlig bild av hur systemet används, systemets roll i arbetsmiljöarbetet och var det 

fanns brister i arbetet som görs idag. En brist som identifierades var att kvaliteten på utredningarna av 

de rapporterade händelserna varierade mycket beroende på vem som utfört utredningen, en annan brist 

som identifierades var att det fanns ett flertal förfallna händelser som såg ut att vara utredda och 

åtgärdade men saknade klarmarkering i systemet. För att undersöka hur andra företag använder 

systemet gjordes en benchmarking där företag som använder någon variant av systemet fick svara på 

hur de använder systemet och vad de tycker om systemet. Baserat på undersökningen av systemet, 

Arctic Paper Grycksbos användning av systemet och de benchmarkade företagens användning av 

systemet identifierades sex områden där de kan förbättra och utveckla sin användning av systemet, så 

som den ojämna kvaliteten på utredningarna, de förfallna händelserna, deras användning av 

riskhanteringsmodulen och deras användning av informationn i systemet. 

När förbättringsmöjligheterna var identifierade fortsatte arbetet med att utveckla hur de kan förbättra 

sig. Först så kontaktades sex av de tidigare benchmarkade företagen för mer detaljerade intervjuer av 

hur de använder systemet. Utifrån den djupare benchmarkingen, den teoretiska referensramen och de 

områden där Arctic Paper Grycksbo kan förbättra sig, utvecklades nya rutiner för användningen av 

PIA. Som en del av rutinerna utvecklades även rekommendationer och instruktioner för statistik de bör 

börja följa i systemet. Arctic Paper Grycksbo rekommenderas börja följa åtta säkerhetsindikatorer, tre 

ledande och fem eftersläpande, och sju trender gällande olyckornas och tillbudens egenskaper.  

Möjligheterna i systemet är enorma och det finns stor potential att nyttja det till de flesta delar av 

arbetsmiljöarbetet om man bara lägger tiden på det från början och är medveten om att det kräver visst 

aktivt arbete.  

NYCKELORD: arbetsmiljö, säkerhet, riskanalys, verktyg för riskanalys, IA, PIA  
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1 Introduction 
The work with safety and work environment are an important part of the daily work at most Swedish 

workplaces, it’s not only statutory, it’s something that more and more realise that it is a given part of 

an attractive and sustainable company. AFA Försäkring (AFA) and among others the paper industry 

developed the Information system on work environment (Informationssystem om Arbetsmiljö, IA) to 

simplify the work with safety and work environment. The IA system is an system for handling 

deviations in primarily work environment, it’s used by 1200 organisations in 31 industries (Restadh, 

2018). Arctic Paper Grycksbo is using the system but has realised that they can improve their use of it.  

This thesis describes the work with investigating and developing Arctic Paper Grycksbo’s work with 

the system. It is part of the final course of the Master Programme in Industrial Design Engineering, 

A7009A – Degree Project in Industrial Design Engineering Production Design. The thesis is worth 30 

credits and is carried out at Arctic Paper Grycksbo through January to June 2018.  

1.1 Background 
Arctic Paper Grycksbo is a producer of paper that is specialised in developing, producing and selling 

coated paper for graphical printing, they are part of the Arctic Paper group and are located in 

Grycksbo, Falun. Their Health and safety engineer has seen the potential of using the Paper industry’s 

information system on work environment (Pappersindustrins Informationssystem om Arbetsmiljö, 

PIA) more in their work with the work environment. The system is currently used to investigate and 

take action when accidents and incidents occur but there are possibilities to use the system a lot more. 

They want to investigate the possibilities to use the risk management functions of the system and the 

possibilities to use the system to analyse accident and incident trends. 

So, what is IA and PIA? As previously written IA is a system developed by AFA Försäkring (AFA, 

n.d.) to handle deviations in the work environment, but can also be used to report deviations in quality, 

environment, safety and improvement proposals. In the IA system it’s possible to report accidents, 

incidents, risk observations and accidents during transportation. The system is adapted to a variety of 

industries and each industry has its own name for the system, such as PIA for the paper industry, MIA 

for steel and metal companies and KIA for municipalities. According to AFA one of the system’s 

strengths is that it is easy to get statistics for the whole or part of the company, and that it’s possible 

through sharing of documents to learn from other companies in the industry’s experiences. 

1.2 Project Objectives and Aims 
The project’s objective is to investigate, map and develop the management of the work environment 

and the PIA system at Arctic Paper Grycksbo. The aim of the project is to develop useful methods for 

using the information generated through the use of the PIA system for preventive work environment 

work. 

1.3 Research Questions 
The project answer the following questions. 

• How does the IA system work? What kind of information does the system require? What kind 

of information can the system provide? 

• How is the PIA system used today on Arctic Paper Grycksbo? 

• How does Arctic Paper Grycksbo manage the working environment today? 

• How do other companies use the PIA system or other variants of the IA system? Is it used for 

preventive work environment management? 

• How can Arctic Paper use the PIA system in their work environment management in the future? 
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1.4 Stakeholders 
The stakeholders in the project and how they are affected by the project are described down below. 

The client for the project is Arctic Paper Grycksbo.  

The projects primary stakeholders are the health and safety engineer and the company management. 

The Health and safety engineer are affected of the project in two ways, she’s the company supervisor 

for the degree project and she’s the one at the company responsible for work environment 

management and she’s one of the persons responsible for managing PIA. The company’s management 

are primary stakeholders since they have an interest in the safety work and the project might make it 

easier and more effective. The managers with responsibility for the work environment are primary 

stakeholders since the project’s result are supposed to improve their work and hopefully make it 

easier. 

The secondary stakeholders are the safety representatives, the workers, the administration and the 

supervisors in the organisation. The safety representatives are affected since some of them might be 

interviewed and the result could affect their work as safety representative. The workers are affected 

since they might be interviewed during the project and hopefully the result will help improve their 

work environment. Administration and supervisors might be affected of the result of the project. 

1.5 Project Scope 
The project is limited in time to 20-weeks work between 15 January and 1 June 2018. The project will 

as earlier described cover the IA system’s functions, how it is used at Arctic Paper Grycksbo and at 

other companies and which unexploited potentials there are in the system. During the project, the 

focus will not be on analysing all the events in the system, but if need arises, analysis of events in 

paper production can be used. 

1.6 Thesis Outline 
This first chapter describes the background and the aims and objectives of the project. The second 

chapter describes Arctic Paper Grycksbo and their health and safety work. The third chapter describes 

the projects process and the methods used in the project. The fourth chapter describes the projects 

theoretical framework. The fifth chapter describes Swedish laws and regulations regarding the work 

environment. Chapter 6 and 7 describes different parts of the results, the sixth chapter describes the IA 

system and its application at Arctic Paper Grycksbo and the seventh chapter describes the new 

practices that Arctic Paper Grycksbo are recommended to start using. The eighth chapter discusses the 

project, the results and its relevance. The ninth chapter answers the research questions. The tenth 

chapter describes and concludes the recommendations for Arctic Paper Grycksbo. 
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2 Arctic Paper Grycksbo 
In this chapter the Arctic Paper group and Arctic Paper Grycksbo are described to build an 

understanding for the group and the company. Since the field of safety work and work environment 

management is broad and complicated, it is important to understand how the company currently does 

this, therefore there also is a part describing Arctic Paper Grycksbo’s current work environment 

management.  

The Arctic Paper group is one of the leading producers of high quality graphic paper in the world 

(Arctic Paper, 2018). The Arctic Paper group includes three mills and 14 sales offices around Europe. 

The head office is located in Poznań, Poland and the three mills are located in Kostrzyn, Munkedal 

and Grycksbo.  

The Arctic Paper Grycksbo mill are specialised in developing, producing and selling coated paper for 

graphic printing, they produce two brands of paper G-Print and Arctic. The mill in Grycksbo was 

established in 1740 and Arctic Paper bought the mill in 2010. The mill’s production capacity is about 

250 000 metric tonnes per year and the number of employees is about 350 persons. Arctic Paper 

Grycksbo is in a declining market but are taking market shares.  

Arctic Paper Grycksbo’s management team consists of the managing director, the managers of the 

main divisions, shown in blue in figure 1, the health and safety engineer and the supervisors of the 

papermaking and pre-packaging. Each division consists of managers and workers and the largest 

division is production.  

 

Figure 1 shows the chart over the organization at Arctic Paper Grycksbo. 
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The business at Arctic Paper Grycksbo is divided into four main processes and four supporting 

processes. An overview of the processes is shown in figure 2, the main processes are shown in blue 

and the supporting processes are shown in green. Health and safety work is part of the supporting 

process, plant development. 

 

Figure 2 shows an overview of the processes at Arctic Paper Grycksbo. 

2.1 Health and safety organisation 
The overall responsibility for health and safety work in the organisation lies on the managing director, 

it’s his responsibility that the work with health and safety follows laws and regulations and the safety 

and health policy. The responsibility for general coordination of the health and safety work has been 

delegated to the health and safety engineer, which is subordinate to the managing director and superior 

to the worksite’s principal safety representative. The health and safety engineer have responsibility for 

managing, coordinating and developing the health and safety work according to laws, regulations and 

the company’s policies and rules.  

At the site there are three levels of safety representatives, the worksite’s principal safety representative 

(arbetsställets huvudskyddsombud, AHSO), principal safety representatives (huvudskyddsombud, 

HSO), and safety representatives (skydds- och kontaktombud, SKO). They are all representatives for 

the union and shall work for a safe working environment. Their tasks and relations to each other’s are 

described down below.  

• The AHSO is as mentioned above a subordinate to the health and safety engineer and is a 

representative for the union. The work tasks are to coordinate the HSO’s and SKO’s and to be 

the workers’ voice in the work environment management, and as such take part in several 

regular work environment management meetings.  

• The HSO’s at the company are responsible for a bigger area than the SKO’s and are supposed 

to have a coordinating role for the SKO’s in their area of responsibility. 

• The SKO’s are at least one per division and shift, the company aims to have as many SKO’s 

as managers in the production. The SKO’s are representatives for the union and are supposed 

to be the union’s voice at the company and they are chosen by the union and the union 

members at the company for three years at a time. The SKO tasks are to represent the union at 

the work place, to work for as safe a working environment as possible, represent the 

colleagues and make sure that the company follows regulations, laws and other decisions. 
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The health and safety work are organised in three types of committees, health and safety committee 

(arbetsmiljökommitté), preparation committee (beredningsutskott) and working environment 

committees (arbetsmiljöutskott). The health and safety committee meet once every quarter and its 

tasks are to 

• plan and follow-up the systematic work environment management 

• monitor goals and action plans from the divisions 

• decide on questions referred from the divisions 

• raise questions from the preparation committee 

• follow-up the general development in work environment management, illness and accidents 

• ensure satisfactory working environment conditions. 

At the health and safety committee the managing director, managers of HR, technology, production, 

supply chain, pre-packaging, maintenance, papermaking, steam and commodity, personnel pool, 

presidents for the four unions Pappers, Unionen, Sveriges Ingenjörer and Ledarna, the AHSO, HSO’s 

and the health and safety engineer participate.  

The preparation committee meet three weeks before each health and safety committee and its task are 

to prepare questions for the meetings of the health and safety committee. At the preparation committee 

the managing director, the health and safety engineer, the AHSO, the HR manager and the production 

manager participate.  

There are two types of working environment committees, one for each of the divisions and one for 

each maintenance function. The divisions working environment committees meets at least two weeks 

before the preparation committee’s meetings and their tasks are to 

• establish goals and action plans for the division’s systematic work environment management 

• follow-up, coordinate and prioritize the systematic work environment management of the 

division 

• deciding on questions referring from work environment rounds 

• perform general rounds (papermaking and pre-packaging) 

• deciding on questions referred from the function working environment committee 

(maintenance). 

At the division working environment committees’ meetings, different persons participate depending 

on which division’s meeting it is. At these meetings at least division manager, foreman and HSO 

participate. If it’s necessary occupational health services, technicians, SKO’s and the AHSO can 

participate.  

The maintenance function working environment committees meets at least two weeks before 

maintenance division working environment committee and their tasks are to 

• establish goals and action plans for the function’s systematic work environment management 

• follow-up, coordinate and prioritize the systematic work environment management of the 

function 

• deciding on questions referring from work environment rounds 

• perform general rounds. 

At the function working environment committees function manager and affected SKO’s participate. 
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3 Method 
This chapter describes the process and methods used during the project. How, why and roughly when 

the methods are used are presented in chronical order in the chapter. The methods reliability and 

validity are discussed in the end of the chapter. 

3.1 Process 
The project follows a cyclic process called the project circle (Johansson, 1995), see figure 3, where the 

circle’s steps are repeated three times, focusing on different areas each turn. In this project, only steps 

1-6 will be reviewed. 

 

Figure 3 illustrates the project circle according to Johansson (1995). 

The first lap focuses on project planning, mapping, analysis and formulation of goals. The second lap 

focuses on requirements, ideas and concepts. The third lap focuses on valuation and choice of 

concepts. 

3.2 Project Planning 
The project started by planning the project both in terms of why and how the project should be carried 

out. The process and the timeframe of the project was planned by creating a Gantt-chart to visualise 

the phases of the project over the projects timeframe, see Appendix 1. According to Wilson (2003) 

there is two uses of Gantt charts, as a tool for production planning and as a tool for project planning. 

Today the second use is the common one since it’s quite complicated to use Gantt charts for 

production planning.  

The project’s purpose was analysed by investigating and understanding the project description. From 

this investigation was the objectives and aims, research questions, stakeholders and scope defined. 

3.3 Literature Review  
After the project was planned, a literature review was made to make sure that the thesis was based on a 

solid scientific foundation. Osvalder, Rose and Karlsson (2010) states that a literature review’s 

intention can be to describe the current level of knowledge or domain knowledge, knowledge about 

the context where a product is going to be used.  
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Subjects relevant for the project was chosen based on the research questions and literature to review 

was found in form of laws and regulations, scientific reports, lecture materials, books and websites. 

The literature search was made through Google, Web of Science, Scopus, Libris, SwePub, Swedish 

Work Environment Authority and by searching in the references to already reviewed literature. The 

search was made by using various terms related to the subjects listed in table 1. 

Table 1 shows subjects used in the search for literature to review. 

Safety 

Risk management 

Systematic work environment management 

Preventive safety work 

Systems for handling work environment deviations 

The IA system 

Work environment deviations 

Production design 

Methods for risk analysis 

 

3.4 Mapping and analysis of the IA system 
To get a basic understanding of the work environment management at Arctic Paper Grycksbo and the 

roll that the PIA system plays in it, a study of the company’s documents and routines regarding work 

environment was made. Osvalder et al. (2010) states that document studies of manuals and instructions 

can be helpful since the documents show the correct procedure to do a task. The study was made by 

gathering documents regarding work environment in the company’s internal collection of documents 

relating to the business. The documents’ content was read and understood and the documents relation 

to each other was mapped. 

To further understand the company’s processes regarding work environment and PIA an interview was 

held with the health and safety engineer at her office in the fourth week of the project. According to 

Osvalder et al. (2010) there are three types of interviews, structured, semi-structured and unstructured.  

• A structured interview results in quantitative data which is easy to analyse, the questions 

needs to be formulated in a way that they can’t be misinterpreted.  

• An unstructured interview results in qualitative data which can be hard to analyse and 

compare the answers, the questions are lose and new ones can be added during the interview. 

• A semi-structured interview results in both qualitative and quantitative data, this type of 

interview is less formal than a structured one and here the questions are of varied types and 

more can be added during the interview. 

The interview was unstructured and evolved from the two questions, “How do you work with work 

environment?” and “How do you use PIA in the work environment management?”. The interview 

lasted for 40 minutes and it was not recorded but detailed notes of what was said was made.  

After the interview with the health and safety engineer an interview was held with the AHSO to really 

grasp what the SKO’s and HSO’s does and what the difference between them are and also his opinion 

on PIA. This interview was semi-structured, and the initial questions are shown in Appendix 2. The 

interview was held in a conference room during the sixth week of the project, it lasted for 30 minutes 

and like the interview with the health and safety engineer it wasn’t recorded.  

Then the IA system’s functions was investigated by studying the manual, found in the system’s help-

function, and simultaneously testing the described functions in Arctic Paper Grycksbo’s PIA system. 

The testing of the system was made using an account with permit to see everything but not being able 

to edit and handle events in the system.  
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To unravel questions and reflections regarding PIA and how it’s used at Arctic Paper Grycksbo one 

more interview was held with the health and safety engineer. This interview was semi-structured and 

the questions it was based on are shown in Appendix 3. The interview lasted for 45 minutes and 

wasn’t recorded.  

At the same time as the investigation in how the IA system function a benchmark of how other 

companies use the system was conducted to better understand the system, its potential and pitfalls. 

Benchmarking is the practice of comparing practices in the organisation with those of comparable 

organisations to identify the best practices and to generate ideas for improvement (Invernizzi, Locatelli 

& Brookes, 2017). The benchmark was initiated by contacting AFA Försäkring’s support team for the 

IA system and asking if they had any suggestions on companies to contact and if they had any reports 

regarding attempts to implement the system. They suggested to contact two company1 representative’s 

that are engaged in the development of the system and said that it exists a function in PIA where they 

compiled contact information to companies in the industries that share information with the paper 

industry2. The two companies that AFA recommended and 24 companies from the sharing industries 

with contact information in PIA was contacted via email. In the email I included five short questions I 

wanted the companies to answer. 

1. How long have you used the IA system? 

2. How do you use the information in the system? 

3. Do you use the information in the preventive work environment management? How? 

4. Are there any difficulties with the system? Any pitfalls? 

5. Which are the advantages of the system? 

Out of the 26 contacted companies 19 answered and out of these four just started using the system and 

therefore felt that they couldn’t answer the questions. 

The answers were than analysed by doing a thematic analysis of the companies’ answers. A thematic 

analysis are made to find themes in qualitative datasets (Maguire & Delahunt, 2017). This is done by 

following the six steps, 1. Become familiar with the data, 2. Generate initial codes, 3. Search for 

themes, 4. Review Themes, 5. Define themes and 6. Write-up. I started this method by reading the 

companies answers several times to familiarise myself with the material and then went through the 

answers and organised them by coding parts of the answers as something useful. Within the coded 

parts I then searched for themes (a theme is a pattern that captures something significant or interesting 

about the data), in this part of the analysis two themes was found, Use of the IA system and Opinions 

on the IA system. Then the themes was reviewed by considering the following six questions if the 

themes made sense, if the data supported the themes, if I’d tried to fit too much into the themes and if 

there was themes within the themes. I found that the themes made sense and was supported by the data 

but there was two subthemes in both of the themes. In the theme Use of the IA system, the subthemes 

was Reactive and Proactive and in the theme Opinions on the IA system two subthemes was Positive 

opinions on the IA system and Negative opinions on the IA system. The themes were then defined by 

identifying what the themes are about and how they relate to each other, the result is shown by the 

thematic map in figure 4. The IA system is the overall theme and then there’s the themes of the usage 

and the opinions of the system. The themes are connected through comments about the system’s 

functions which can connect to both how the system functions and how well it functions. The findings 

was then reported in chapter 6.3. 

                                                      
1 One company in the paper industry (PIA) and one in the technology industry (TIA). 
2 Industries that share information with the paper industry: Paper (PIA), steel and metal (MIA), mining (GRIA), 

lumbering (SKIA), sawmill (SIA) and wood (WIA). 
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Figure 4 shows the thematic map from the thematic analysis. 

3.5 Development of new practices 
As an step in the process of developing new practices I felt that I needed to know more about the 

possibilities in using the risk management, reports and analysis modules in the system. Therefore six 

of the companies was contacted once again, five for an interview via telephone and one for a visit with 

an interview. The phone interviews was semi-structured and lasted between 30 and 45 minutes and 

was carried out between the 16th and 27th of April, for interview questions see Appendix 4. The 

persons I interviewed was two safety representatives, one HR representative and two health and safety 

engineers. 

The sixth company I contacted again was Bergkvist-Insjön and I asked them if it would be possible to 

visit them and conduct an interview with someone with good insight in their use of the IA system. I 

visited them the 20th of April 2018. The visit started with an interview with their principal safety 

representative (HSO). The interview was semi-structured and its theme was their use of the IA system 

with focus on risk management and statistics, see Appendix 5, and lasted about 30 minutes. Then I got 

to take a tour of the facilities to understand their process and the work environment risks in their 

process. 

The data from both the phone interviews and the visit at Bergkvist-Insjön was then analysed by trying 

to understand how they use the modules; risk management, analysis and reports, and how and what 

kind of statistics they analyse in their work with the system. 

Based on the earlier benchmarking, the phone interviews and the visit at Bergkvist-Insjön I developed 

new routines that I recommend Arctic Paper Grycksbo to implement. This was made by conducting a 

brainwriting session by myself around the theme of how Arctic Paper Grycksbo can improve their 

routines regarding their work with PIA, see figure 5. Brainwriting is a variant of brainstorming that is 

done individually (Wikberg Nilsson, Ericson & Törlind, 2013).  They describe brainstorming as a 

group getting together and trying to get as many solutions to a problem as possible in a short time, and 

brainwriting is an individual version where one writes down ideas on their own. Brainwriting can be 

used as a preparation for a brainstorm or solely on its own. For each of the ideas from the brainwriting 

I researched the material from the interviews with other companies and Arctic Paper Grycksbo’s 

intranet to find inspiration for how their work could be improved. 
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Figure 5 shows the ideas for routines to improve at Arctic Paper Grycksbo. 

Many of the benchmarked companies use the IA system for statistics and to analyse trends, see chapter 

6.3, therefore I had a brainwriting session by myself to come up with information from the system to 

use for statistics. The brainwriting consisted of two 3-minutes sessions with a pause between them. 

The ideas from the brainwriting where then categorised into whether they were safety indicators or if 

they describe the events. The safety indicators were also categorised into whether they were leading or 

lagging, see figure 6. Since there was three measures that was leading indicators a decision was made 

to recommend Arctic Paper Grycksbo to start measure all these.  

 

Figure 6 shows the categorizing of the ideas from the brainwriting. 

To choose among the lagging indicators and the trend measures, the ideas was evaluated using two 

methods, a requirement specification with two requirements and a 2x2 matrix.  

The requirement specification consisted of the two requirements, 1. Need to be processed and 2. The 

information is accessible in the system. The requirements was weighted where the second one was 

considered most important of the two and the points for this requirement was multiplied by 2. The 

ideas got points between 1 and 3 and what was required for them to get the points are shown in table 2. 

The evaluation with the requirement specification are shown in Appendix 6. 
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Table 2 shows the requirement specification for the choice of statistic measures to start tracking. 

Requirement (weight) 1 point 2 points 3 points 

Need to be processed 

(1) 

The information has to 

be processed in a large 

extent in Excel.  

- The information 

already exists as a 

graph in the system or 

is easy to access in the 

system. No processing 

in Excel is required. 

The information is 

accessible in the 

system today (2) 

In order to start 

measuring this, a 

change of information 

required when 

reporting events is 

needed. 

The information is 

available for some 

events. 

The information is 

stated by most persons 

reporting an event in 

the system or is 

available by default 

 

The ideas was also evaluated using an 2x2 matrix, this method evaluates ideas on two properties and 

aims to find the ideas that best fulfils these two properties (Realize, 2014). I used the properties 

relevance and ease of interpretation, see figure 7. The lagging indicators and the trend measures was 

evaluated separately, see Appendix 7. 

 

Figure 7 shows the 2x2 matrix used to evaluate ideas. 

When I had chosen measures to start tracking I wrote a guide for how to track the different measures. 

To make sure that the guide described the correct procedure it was written while preparing an Excel-

file for analysis of these specific measures. 

3.6 Methodology Discussion 
During the project, I experience that the work of investigating and understanding the PIA’s features 

has been good and has been thoroughly excuted. However, I think it would have been beneficial to 

investigate how the system looks like for different roles, try to report and investigate an event, and 

investigate what there are for different checklists to use in the system. It could have yielded slightly 

different results and more concrete improvement proposals. 
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I think it was very beneficial and rewarding to have contact with other companies and that their 

answers to my questions gave a good look at things to think about and areas where Arctic Paper 

Grycksbo could improve their work. If I were to redo the project, I would contact more companies and 

especially more companies near Falun so I could visit them. 

The interviews I’ve had, have all been semi-structured, something that made me able to ask questions 

if I got some during the interviews. If I were to redo the project, there are two things I would do 

differently when it comes to the interviews. The first is that I would spend more time coming up with 

interview questions, since I find that some of them were not particularly well-formulated. The second 

thing is that I would interview more persons at Arctic Paper Grycksbo, for example, an event manager 

with many events, and preferably an investigator who is not event manager, to better understand how 

they perceive the system and how they handle the system and events. 

I think I have good ideas of how Arctic Paper Grycksbo can improve their work with the system, but if 

I had to redo the project, I would engage others in the idea work to get more and maybe better ideas. I 

would engage some safety representatives and someone that is event manager.  

When it comes to my time management, I would if I redid the project had spent more time on my 

mapping of the system before I contacted other companies so I had more basic knowledge about the 

system before I wrote the first round of questions. In addition, I would have done the second round of 

benchmarking earlier in the work so I had more time to analyse the results. 
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4 Theoretical Framework 
This chapter describes the theoretical framework that are supposed to work as the scientific base of the 

analysis and the recommendations for Arctic Paper Grycksbo’s work with PIA. The framework treats 

production design, safety work and definitions of accidents, incidents and risks. 

4.1 Production Design 
The term production design is according to Bellgran and Säfsten (2005) a broad term and considers 

both the creating of effective processes and developing the factory’s ability to produce. Production 

design can be applied to both existing and new production systems. In production design it’s important 

to take both humans and technology in the system into account. Bellgran and Säfsten thinks of 

production design as a given part of the product development. 

4.2 Accidents, Incidents and Risks 
Since this thesis covers the area of work environment deviations it’s relevant to define some common 

deviation types, such as accidents, incidents and risks. 

Accidents are defined by Nationalencyklopedin (NE, n.d. a) as events that unintentionally leads to 

damage on humans, equipment or environment. A more complex picture of accidents is presented by 

Harms-Ringdahl (2013) with several different definitions with various complexity. In the book he 

defines accidents as “An accident is an event that causes damage or injury, but which was not intended 

to have a negative outcome.” (Harms-Ringdahl, 2013, p. 12). He also defines an accident as an event 

with a short time scale, unintentional consequence, unexpected or unforeseen consequence and 

negative consequence. 

Incidents are defined by both NE (n.d. b) and Harms-Ringdahl (2001, 2013) as an event that could 

have been an accident. 

According to Harms-Ringdahl (2001) there are several common definitions of risks, such as the 

probability of a loss, the size of the possible loss, a function of probability and size of loss, the 

variance of the probability distribution of all possible consequences of a risky course of action. Harms-

Ringdahl (2013) presents three different definitions of risks that all refers to a risk as the combination 

of the probability of the consequence to occur and the size of the consequence. The International 

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA, 2007) defines risk as “the mathematical mean (expectation value) of 

an appropriate measure of a specified (usually unwelcome) consequence:  

 𝑅 = ∑ 𝑝𝑖𝐶𝑖𝑖    (1)   

where pi is the probability of occurrence (…) and Ci is a measure of the consequence (…)” (IAEA, 

2007, p. 169).  

4.3 Safety Work 
Safety work is a broad field that aims to identify and reduce risks to make different situations safer, 

safety work has many applications where the work environment is one way to apply it. There are 

several different views on how it should be done and how it works and some of them are presented in 

this chapter. 

Harms-Ringdahl (2001) lists three benefits of safety work: 

1. Systematic identification and prevention of risks, improve the safety. 

2. Documenting the safety work can demonstrate that the safety work is made with a systematic 

approach. 

3. Safety work can among other things prevent production disturbances and are therefore good 

business. 
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As written before there are several definitions and approaches to  One definition of safety work is 

presented by Harms-Ringdahl (2013) and it says that “Safety work consists in activities and measures 

that can contribute to reductions in injuries and losses.” (Harms-Ringdahl, 2013, p. 20). He presents a 

model of the process for safety work consisting of three major elements; decisions, safety actions and 

results, see figure 8.  

 

Figure 8 illustrates safety work as described by Harms-Ringdahl (2013). 

The process for safety work is according to Harms-Ringdahl (2013) initiated by someone demanding 

safety. One or more actors takes safety-oriented decisions and/or takes part in safety actions that leads 

to results. Safety work can be organized in a formal way such as it takes place in an organization and it 

can be informal where someone take voluntary safety initiatives. Safety actions usually have a safety 

intention, but the safety situation can be affected by actions with other intentions. The evolution 

element aims to show that safety work is a dynamic activity where all actors can learn and improve 

their safety work. 

A somewhat different model of the safety work process is presented by Stave (2005), see figure 9. She 

presents safety work as an ongoing individual process, where each individual in each of the five steps 

interacts with the social group and organisation he/she is part of. She claims that by reflecting on 

incidents that occur it’s possible to identify sources of risk and find solutions to reduce risks. By then 

discussing risks and hindrance and facilitators for safety it’s possible to create safety activities. It’s 

beneficial to integrate the safety work in the everyday work and this is done through feedback loops. 

 

Figure 9 illustrates the safety process as presented by Stave (2005). 

 

The possibilities to influence the safety in the end of a development project is highly dependent on 

how long time the project been in progress. This is shown by Szymberski’s (1997) time/safety 

influence curve, see figure 10, presented in Shooks, Johansson, Andersson and Lööw (2014). The 
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curve was originally made for construction but Shooks et al. (2014) use it for development of mines 

and it should therefore be applicable to designing factories and mills. It shows that the longer the 

project has gone the harder it is to influence the safety. When developing both new and parts of 

existing factories it’s important to plan for safety at an early stage. 

 

Figure 10 shows the time/safety influence curve inspired by Szymberski (1997) as it’s presented by Shooks et al. (2014). 

To control risks is an obvious part of safety work, Safe Work Australia (2011) present an approach to 

this where they highlight the importance of eliminating the risks as far as reasonably possible. If it’s 

not reasonably possible to eliminate the risk the hazard should be substituted with something safer, 

isolate from people or the risk should be reduced by engineering controls. If this isn’t possible the 

exposure to risk should be reduced by using administrative actions or by using protective equipment. 

They also say that the first level leads to the highest level of health and safety protection and the most 

reliable control measure. 
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4.3.1 Reactive vs Proactive 
Safety systems can be reactive or proactive, Earnest (1997) presents nine characteristics of safety 

systems and how these characteristics define a safety system as reactive or proactive. Due to a survey 

study made by Johnson (1994), Earnest states that most companies have a reactive safety system. 

1. The way the safety performance is measured. A reactive safety culture measures the 

performance based on the systems output while a proactive safety culture measures the 

performance based on the system itself. Reactive cultures use after-the-fact measures which 

can lead to the assumption that the safety work works well since there are no accidents. In 

proactive cultures key elements of the safety system are identified and from this a numerical 

rating system are constructed.  

2. The focus of incident investigations. A reactive culture focus on unsafe conditions and acts 

while a proactive culture focus on root causes and the management system.  

3. The basis of management safety evaluation. A reactive culture bases their management safety 

evaluation on the absence of injuries and a proactive culture bases the evaluation on 

improving the safety system.  

4. The orientation of the safety activities. A reactive culture orients the safety activities to 

physical hazards, contests and gimmicks while a proactive culture orients the safety activities 

towards improving key elements of the system and behaviour.  

5. The focus of safety and health goals. A reactive culture focus on improving system output i.e. 

decreasing accidents, and a proactive culture focus on improving the system, the goals have 

clear objectives, strategies and measures and focus on improving key elements of the safety 

system.  

6. The style of the employee safety meetings. A reactive culture’s employee safety meetings are 

not well-prepared, and the employees might feel like the organization doesn’t care. A 

proactive culture’s employee safety meetings are planned and educational. 

7. How the safety and health training are carried out. A reactive culture’s safety and health 

training are mostly conducted in response to regulatory requirements while a proactive 

culture’s safety and health training is planned and linked to improve the understanding of the 

system. 

8. The style of the safe practices. In a reactive culture the safety practices are developed in 

response to accidents regulatory requirements and in a proactive culture the safe practices are 

behaviour-based and are developed based on hazard identification. 

9. The basis of the group recognition. In a reactive culture the group recognition is based on safe 

work hours without accidents and in a proactive culture the group recognition is based on 

improving health and safety.  

 

4.3.2 Safety Indicators 
One of the traits that characterise a safety system is according to Earnest (1997) the way safety is 

measured. Safety indicators are safety statistics that can be used to measure safety (Shooks et al. 

2014). There are two types of safety indicators, leading and lagging indicators. Leading indicators are 

before-the-fact indicators which means that they measure precursors to harm. They warn before an 

event that can lead to incidents, occur and might be hard to implement. Lagging indicators are after-

the-fact indicators that measures outcomes and hazards when they have occurred. They are easy to 

collect and measure. Key differences between leading and lagging indicators as presented by 

International Council on Mining & Metals (ICMM, 2012) are shown in table 3. For the safety 

indicators to be an effective tool in the health and safety work it’s important to use a mix of leading 

and lagging indicators since they identify different things and complement each other (ICMM, 2012).  
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Table 3 shows key differences between leading and lagging indicators (ICMM, 2012). 

Leading indicators Lagging indicators 

are actionable, predictive and relevant to 

objectives 

are retrospective 

identify hazards before the fact identify hazards after the fact 

allow preventative actions before the hazard 

manifests as an incident 

require corrective actions to prevent another 

similar accident 

allow response to changing circumstances 

through implementing control measures before 

the incident 

indicate that circumstances have changed; 

control measures can be implemented after the 

incident 

measure effectiveness of control systems measure failures of control systems 

measure inputs and conditions measure outcomes 

direct towards an outcome that we want or away 

from an outcome that we don’t want 

measure the current outcome without 

influencing it 

give indications of systems conditions measure system failures 

measure what might go wrong and why measure what has gone 

provide proactive monitoring of desired state provide reactive monitoring of undesired effects 

are useful for internal tracking of performance are useful for external benchmarking 

identify weaknesses through risk control system identify weaknesses through incidents 

are challenging to identify and measure are easy to identify and measure 

evolve as organizational needs change are static 

 

4.3.3 Methods for Risk Analysis 
It exists a large quantity of various methods for risk analysis, to show how the variety and could be 

used I will present three different methods, energy analysis, deviation analysis and Man-Technology-

Organisation (MTO) analysis. 

Energy analysis 

Energy analysis is based on the idea that for an injury to happen a person must be exposed to some 

form of energy (Harms-Ringdahl, 2013). The definition of energy is wide and there are ten types of 

energies: 

1. potential energy 

2. kinetic energy 

3. rotational movement 

4. stored pressure 

5. electric 

6. heat & cold 

7. fire & explosion 

8. chemical influence 

9. radiation 

10. miscellaneous (e.g. human movement, static load, enclosed space). 

In the method there are three types of objects, person or object that can be harmed, energies and 

barriers. Injuries happens when the barriers aren’t sufficient enough to hinder the energy to come in 

contact with a person or object. The method goes through the steps prepare, structure (dividing the 

investigated system into volumes), identify energies, evaluate risks, propose safety measures and 

conclude.  
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Deviation analysis 

Deviation analysis investigates deviations defined as “A deviation is an event or a state that diverges 

from the correct, planned or usual function, according to at least one participant in the analysis.” 

(Harms-Ringdahl, 2013, p. 118). The aim with the analysis is to identify and investigate deviations 

that can cause accidents and other problems. The basic idea behind the method can be summarized by 

the following points: 

• Accidents are always preceded by deviations. 

• Deviations can increase the risk of accidents, but the cause-consequence relationships can be 

complex. 

• Knowing the potential deviations in a system enables better understanding of the causes of 

accidents. 

• The risk of accidents can be reduced if deviations are identified and can be eliminated or 

controlled. 

• The system to be analysed is seen as a combination of technical, human and organizational 

elements. 

• Deviations are of several kinds; it is essential to consider technical, human and organizational 

deviations. 

The analysis can be either system-based or accident-based. A system-based analysis is based on 

activities in the production process while an accident-based analysis is based on information from 

accidents, incidents or critical events. The method follows the steps prepare, structure (divide into 

“functions”), identify deviations, assess deviations, propose safety measures and conclude. For the 

analysis it exists a checklist of 20 deviations in the three categories technical, human and 

organizational.  

Man-Technology-Organisation (MTO) 

Depending on who you ask about what MTO is, the answer varies. Both Andersson (2002) and 

Karltun, Karltun, Berglund and Eklund (2017) presents MTO as an analysis tool, a specialist field and 

a concept for system thinking in safety work. These three applications are described below. 

1. The first use is as an analysis tool and according to Andersson (2002) there are several different 

MTO analysis tools. Harms-Ringdahl (2013) and Rollenhagen (2011) both presents a method that 

analyses accidents and incidents that have happened and graphically visualizes the events leading 

up to the accident/incident, the causes for these events and if there are any missing and/or 

breached barriers. The procedure for the method are; describe the chain of events, search for 

causes and conditions, identify barriers, analyse consequences and develop recommendations 

(Harms-Ringdahl, 2013). A generic MTO event investigation chart is shown in figure 11. 
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Figure 11 shows a generic MTO event investigation chart based on Rollenhagen (2011). 

2. The second use of MTO is the specialist field. Andersson (2002) describes it as a multidisciplinary 

scientific field that tries to understand the interaction between man, technology and organisation. 

 

3. The third use of MTO is as system thinking in both safety work and work analysis. Karltun et al. 

(2017) and Andersson (2002) uses different terms and applies it quite differently but essentially, 

they describe the same thing. Andersson describes it as an approach to safety where the interaction 

between the three systems, man, technology and organisation are in focus. While Karltun et al. 

describes MTO as a model for describing, analysing and understanding work activities by the 

interactions between the systems man, technology and organisation. Unlike Andersson, Karltun et 

al. apply the concept to the whole work situation and not just safety. A visualisation of the model 

is shown in figure 12, where the work activity is represented by the parts of the three circles that 

overlap each other. 
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Figure 12 shows a conceptual visualisation of the MTO concept inspired by Karltun et al. (2017). 

Karltun et al. (2017) lists some benefits and challenges with having an MTO approach to analysing 

work activities. The benefits of having an MTO approach include making it easier to understand what 

factors influence the human interactions in a work system and how human activities influence the 

system performance, it makes it easier to understand problems outside one’s area of expertise and it 

can make it easier to convince the management about improvements. The challenges include the risk 

of projects getting too big due to difficulties to define the area of analyse and the fact that the system 

view contradicts how organisations usually are formed. 

4.4 Summary  
For this project the following parts of the theories are especially interesting. 

• The definitions of accidents, incidents and risks especially Harms-Ringdahl’s (2013) 

definitions of accidents and risks. 

• Harms-Ringdahl’s (2001) benefits of safety work. 

• Stave’s (2005) process for safety work and especially the part about reflecting over incidents, 

hazards, facilitators and hindrance for safety and also making the safety work a part of 

everyday work by using feedback-loops. 

• Safe Work Australia’s (2011) approach to risk control. They argue that there are three levels 

of risk control where the first level is to eliminate the risk, the second level is to substitute or 

isolate the hazard and the third level is using administrative controls or protective gear to 

reduce the consequences if something happens. 

• Earnest’s (1997) characteristics of a proactive safety culture, especially the focus of incident 

investigation on root causes and management. 

• To measure safety by using both leading and lagging indicators (ICMM, 2012). 

• The importance of having an MTO focus and the knowledge that a work activity consists of 

the interactions between the human, technological and organisational system (Karltun et al. 

2017). 

To summarize, a good safety system should be proactive, measure safety by using both leading and 

lagging indicators and have an MTO perspective. 
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5 Laws and Regulations Regarding Work Environment 
There are several Swedish laws and regulations regarding work environment, those relevant to the 

project are summarized down below. 

5.1 Swedish Work Environment Law 
The Work Environment Law (SFS 1977:1160) exists to prevent injury and illness from work and to 

help reach a good work environment. The first chapter 2 § in the work environment law (SFS 

1977:1160) says that it applies to all operations where an employee does work for an employer.  

The second chapter (SFS 1977:1160) states how the work environment should be formed. The work 

environment shall for example be adapted to different employees’ conditions and the employees shall 

have the opportunity to influence their working condition. The work shall be formed so that the risk 

for injury and/or illness are minimal.  

The third chapter (SFS 1977:1160) states obligations for both employer and employees. The 

employers’ obligations are to make sure that the employees can work safe and aren’t exposed to illness 

and accidents. The employers shall investigate injuries and risks and act against them. Employers must 

immediately inform the by the government decided authority about fatalities, severe injuries and 

incidents that could have led to serious danger for life and health. The employees’ obligations are to 

participate in the work environment management and also take part in the actions the employer 

decides about. The employer should follow the work instructions and use the protection devices 

needed. The employees have responsibility to inform the employer or safety representative if they feel 

like the work is endangering the life or health of the employees. 

The sixth chapter (SFS 1977:1160) defines the cooperation between employer and employee regarding 

the work environment management. If there are more than five employees, they shall choose one or 

more safety representatives. The safety representatives are the employees’ representatives in the work 

environment management, they shall therefore monitor the safety of their domain. The safety 

representatives shall take part in planning of changes in premises, work processes and methods and 

use of new materials that could cause injuries or illness. The representatives can demand the employer 

to act to improve the work environment if they find that it’s needed for the environment to be good. 

The employers can’t hinder the safety representatives from doing their work.  

5.2 Systematic Work Environment Management 
Systematic work environment management is described in AFS 2001:1 § 2 as how the employer 

investigates, implement and follow up the activities to prevent illness and accidents and to in the long 

run reach a good work environment. 

AFS 2001:1 § 3 states that the systematic work environment management shall be a natural part of the 

activities and shall include physical, psychological and social conditions. This work shall according to 

§§ 5-6 and §§ 8-11 be documented in form of policies, routines, accident and incident evaluations, risk 

assessments and action plans. Routines can for example be job descriptions at a specific work station 

or a list of routines when an accident happens.  

The employer shall assign one or more director, foreman or another employee to systematic work with 

the work environment (AFS 2001:1 §§ 6-7). These persons should be of adequate amount and have 

authority, resources and knowledge to work with the work environment. The tasks include regular 

investigation of the work conditions, risks with the work tasks and planned changes (§ 8). According 

to § 9 accidents and incidents shall be evaluated since the employer is responsible for preventing that 

accidents and illness occurs in the future.  

The employer shall make sure that employees that want to can take part in the work environment 

management (AFS 2001:1 § 4). The employer also has responsibility to make sure that the workers 
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has knowledge about their work tasks and the risks linked to the tasks (§ 7). If the work tasks are very 

risky there should exist documented routines for the task. Another area of responsibility for the 

employer are the yearly follow up the systematic work environment management (§ 11). If the 

employer feels that they lack competence to manage some part of the work environment management 

they should take help of external experts, for example occupational health care. 
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6 The IA System and Its Application at Arctic Paper Grycksbo 
This chapter describes the results of the investigation of the IA system, Arctic Paper Grycksbo’s use of 

the system and other companies use of the system. 

6.1 The IA System 
This chapter answers the questions How does the IA system work? What kind of information does the 

system require? What kind of information can the system provide? 

The Information system on work environment (Informationssystem om Arbetsmiljö, IA) is a system 

developed by AFA Försäkring (AFA, n.d.) to handle deviations in the work environment, but can also 

be used to report other deviations. In the IA system it’s possible to report accidents, incidents, risk 

observations and travel accidents. The system is adapted to a variety of industries and each industry 

has its own system. According to AFA one of the system’s strengths is that it is easy to get statistics 

for the whole or part of the company, and that it’s possible through sharing of documents to learn from 

other companies in the industry’s experiences. The system is available on the web and via a mobile 

application.  

The system’s background is that the Paper industry’s development and work environment council 

(Pappersindustrins utvecklings- och arbetsmiljöråd, PUA) in the middle of the nineties noticed that the 

paper industry was an injury afflicted industry and was interested in sharing work injuries with each 

other. AFA was asked to develop a system with this function. In 1997 a system based on floppy disks 

was introduced, in 2001 a web-based version of the system was introduced. The web-based system 

was updated in 2005 and it’s this date that are used as the starting date. 

The system is constructed by five modules where each module deals with different parts of the safety 

work. The modules are events, risk management, action plan, reports and analysis, see figure 13. The 

event module handles the events that have happened, the risk management module handles risk 

management events, action plan handles things that needs to be done in the work with the system, the 

reports module handles statistics about the events in the system and the analysis module handles 

information about events in the own organisation and in the own industry or similar industries. 

 

Figure 13 shows the menu bar in the IA system. 
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6.1.1 Events 
The first module is the event module. In the module it’s possible to search for a list of reported events 

and to report new events. 

AFA (2017) describes the process for the events reported in the system, see figure 14. An event is 

reported by someone by logging in and filling in information about the event. The event manager and 

other persons are then informed by email. The event manager then complements the facts about the 

event and assign investigator. The investigator then investigates the event, when that’s done the event 

manager decides about actions and chooses action owner. The actions are then conducted by the action 

owner, thereafter the event manager follows up the event and if it’s needed a concerned safety 

representative also follow up the event. When all the steps are done the event are marked done.  

 

Figure 14 shows the process for the events in the IA system. 

 

Step 1 - Report an event 

The first step, reporting of an event, in the event process is represented by the first orange field in 

figure 14.  

There are four ways to report an event in the system: 

• logged in as a user with authorisation to report events, 

• by using the reporting account which can be used by anyone in the organization, 

• by reporting a risk management event, for example a safety inspection 

• and by reporting an event in the application. 

The process to report an event starts with stating the time and place for the event and then the type of 

event. In the system there are eleven different types of events, see table 4. In some of the categories 

the company chooses them self exactly what they include in them.  
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Table 4 shows the event types available in the system. 

Type of event Description 

Risk observation When someone sees the risk for something to happen. The hazard is 

observed before something happens. 

Incident Something has happened  

Accident Something has happened and at least one person is injured, and it 

doesn’t matter how small the injury is. 

Travel accident Accidents that occurs on the travel to and from work. 

Occupational disease An injury or illness that occurs due to prolonged load. 

Environment Exactly what this involve are decided by the company and can for 

example be different emissions. 

Quality Exactly what this involve are decided by the company and can for 

example be incorrect deliveries, contaminated products or process 

disturbances. 

Property/Security Exactly what this involve are decided by the company and can for 

example be damage on buildings, burglary or data breaches. 

Improvement proposals Are used to leave improvement proposals. 

Other deviations Exactly what this involve are decided by the company and can for 

example be deviations at audits. 

Safety observation It’s a method based on behavior-based safety where employees 

observe each other and categorizes their behavior as safe or unsafe. 
 

Arctic Paper Grycksbo use the events risk observation, incident, accident, travel accident, occupational 

disease, environment and safety observation. 

When event type is chosen, additional information such as personal information, employment unit, 

event headline and the course of the event needs to be provided. The event can be categorized more by 

indicating information about: 

• Operating situation or Type of operation, 

• Activity or Workstep, 

• Location, Place or Stage/Phase, 

• Reason for injury or Injury risk, 

• Object involved, Object/person involved or Machine/Tool/Substance, 

• Object ID. 

It’s important to report the consequences of accidents, travel accidents and occupational diseases.  

Step 2 - Edit and complement events 

The second step in the event process are represented by the first light blue field in figure 14. 

If the event was reported by the reporting account, the event manager complements the information of 

the event. The event manager can change and add information such as event headline, the course of 

event and attachments. When the edits are saved, the event’s status is changed to Registration in 

progress. The event manager then chooses who is responsible for the investigation and the system fills 

in a date for when the investigation should be done. When these edits are done the events status is 

updated to Investigation in progress. 

The event manager is responsible for reporting the event to instances that need information about it, 

such as Försäkringskassan, AFA försäkring, Swedish Work Environment Authority and the National 

Electrical Safety Board. In the IA system it’s possible to fill in and send in these reports.  
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Step 3 - Risk assessment  

If the company chooses to use the risk assessment module, the risk assessment is available under the 

submodules investigation and action & follow-up. There are two different risk assessment matrices 

available, but the company can only choose to use one of them, a simple one where the one doing the 

assessment chooses if the risk for it to happen again is low, medium or high, and an advanced. The 

advanced matrix is based on the definition presented by IAEA (2007) and the one doing the 

assessment rates the probability for the event to happen again and the consequence of the event on a 

scale between 1 and 5. The system calculates the risk as the product of the probability and the 

consequence. It is possible to state the estimated cost for the event. The risk assessment is made twice, 

during the investigation and after the actions are implemented, in order to assess if the actions are 

effective.  

 

Figure 15 shows the advanced risk assessment matrix used by Arctic Paper Grycksbo. 

Arctic Paper Grycksbo use the advanced risk assessment matrix but doesn’t use the estimated cost. 

They have the routine to risk asses all events, events that has a higher risk than four and lies in the 

yellow or red field of the risk assessment matrix, see figure 15, are further investigated. All accidents 

are investigated regardless of the risk. 

Step 4 - Investigation 

This step in the event process are represented by the second middle blue field in figure 14.  

There are three parts of the investigation submodule; investigation, barriers and causes, the company 

chooses which of these parts that are shown in the system. In the investigation part the investigator can 

use the function and method 5 why (5?) to investigate why the event happened. In the barrier part the 

investigator can use a function to investigate the barriers that should have protected against the 

hazards. In the causes part, the investigator can use a function to investigate the causes behind the 

event. 

• The first function, 5? is a method used to find the root causes for an event by answering a 

question and then using the answer to ask a new question. The questions are asked five times 

and hopefully the root causes are found. It’s possible to use the method more than once if it’s 

needed to find the root causes and if the root causes are found by less than five questions it’s 

possible to close the function earlier. 

• The second function, barrier investigation is used to examine the barriers that exists to 

prevent, stop or reduce the consequences of an event. The method seeks to identify barriers 

that works, are broken and are missing. The barriers are classified by being marked with an O 

for organizational and T for technical barriers.  

• The third function, cause investigation is used to analyse the root causes and contributing 

causes of an event. The causes are classified with M for human causes, O for organisational 

causes and T for technical causes. 

It’s also possible to see other similar events in the industry to get help with the investigation. Figure 16 

shows an event report from another company in the paper industry where they used all the three 
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functions in the investigation module, shown under the header Investigation & Actions (in Swedish: 

Utredning & Åtgärder). In the investigation part, two questions was asked and answered to find a 

cause for the event, in the cause part, a technological cause was found and in the barrier part, a missing 

technological barrier was found. 

 

Figure 16 shows a shared accident report from another company in the paper industry where they’ve used all three functions 

for investigation. 

If the event is not being investigated there is an open text field to motivate why. When the 

investigation is done and are marked as done the event’s status are updated to Under action, 

represented in figure X by the second orange field. 

Arctic Paper Grycksbo use the investigation module and they have as routine to do some sort of root 

cause analysis, for example 5?. 

Step 5 - Actions & Follow-ups 

With the investigation as a base it’s possible for the event manager to decide which actions to take, 

who is responsible for the actions taking place and when the actions should be done. When all actions 

are marked as done the system updates the events status to under follow-up. If there are no actions to 

take there is a check box to mark. These steps are represented by the second light blue field, the third 

middle blue field and the third orange field in figure 14. 

When all actions are done the system automatically sets a date for follow-up one month after the last 

action was marked done. The system suggest that the event manager is responsible for follow-ups but 

it’s possible to change. During the follow-up the responsible makes a risk assessment after the actions 

and indicate they have had desired effect. If the company uses follow-up by safety representative the 

event will not be marked as done until the safety representative has done their follow-up. These steps 

are shown by the third light blue field and the fourth middle blue field in figure 14. 
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6.1.2 Risk Management 
The second module as seen in figure 13 handles proactive parts of the work environment management, 

such as checklists for risk analyses and safety rounds. In the system there are several methods for risk 

management, available, see table 5, and the company chooses which ones to use. 

Table 5 shows the available methods for risk management in the IA system. 

Risk management methods  

Audit Risk analysis 

Coordination RM inspection 

Development Safety group meeting 

Emergency drills Safety inspection 

Environmental inspection Safety moment 

Environmental risk assessment Working environment audit 

Fire safety inspection Working environment inspection 

Health and safety inspection Working environment inventory 

Personal risk analysis for app Other 

Project/Action plan  

Review of safety rules and risk assessments  
 

There is three ways to do a risk management, without a template, with a template without checkpoints 

and with a template with checkpoints. A risk management without template are made by assessing the 

risks in the area in focus and writing the actions in the system. A risk management with a template 

without checkpoints are made by creating a new row and/or action for each identified risk, it’s 

possible to add a risk assessment matrix or root cause analysis to the template. A risk management 

with checkpoints are made by going through the template and filling in the information for each 

checkpoint, depending on the configuration of the template it might be possible to use a risk 

assessment matrix, root cause analysis or add actions. After the risk management are done and actions 

are done it’s time to follow up the risk management by answering questions in the risk management 

and mark all actions as done. 

Arctic Paper Grycksbo only use the risk analysis in the risk management and they doesn’t use any 

templates in the risk management. 
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6.1.3 Action Plan 
In the third module, see figure 13, there are a compilation of all actions, investigations, follow-ups and 

risk assessments that are planned in the organisation, see figure 17. There also are a compilation of the 

reports to Försäkringskassan and AFA försäkring. The actions, investigations, etc. are shown in 

different lists. 

 

Figure 17 shows actions that have been taken or that are planned at Arctic Paper Grycksbo. The blue check mark shows that 

the action is done and the orange exclamation point shows that the action should be done but isn’t done yet. 
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6.1.4 Reports 
In the fourth module, see figure 13, there are five types of reports available in the system, Per Unit, 

Overview, Events per Month, Risk Rating, Injured Body Parts and for some industries there are an 

Industry report. Arctic Paper Grycksbo doesn’t use any of the reports today. The reports are briefly 

described down below. 

The report Per Unit shows numbers for a selected period divided on the units in the organisation. The 

report is interactive in the sense that it’s possible to click on the numbers in the report and see a list of 

the events or risk managements that the report is based on. There are nine different reports of the type 

Per Unit: 

• events per event type (see figure 18), 

• events per status, 

• risk management per risk management type, 

• risk management per status, 

• risks, 

• risk assessed events and risk management rows per risk assessment, 

• event investigation per investigation status, 

• actions per action status 

• and events processing time. 

 

Figure 18 show an example of how the graph, event per event type looks like for Arctic Paper Grycksbo for the year of 2017. 
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The report Overview gives an overview of all events during a selected period. The information 

presented in the report depends on if the report refers to a unit, the whole organisation, the concern or 

the industry. The information in this report is presented as graphs, the types of graphs are described 

down below.  

• Graph 1 shows the number of events per event type. 

• Graph 2 shows the estimated sick leave. 

• Graph 3 shows the actual length of the sick leave. 

• Graph 4 shows the distribution between blue-collar and white-collar workers in events. 

• Graph 5 shows the distribution between the sexes in events. 

• Graph 6 shows the type of injury for the events. 

• Graph 7-10 shows the relation between risk observations, incidents and accidents when it 

comes to cause of injury/risk of injury, root cause, location and activity. 

• Graph 11-12 shows information about cause of illness and illness for events of the type 

occupational disease. 

• Graph 13-15 shows deviation type, location and activity for environment events. 

• Graph 16-18 shows deviation type, location and activity for property/security events. 

• Graph 19-21 shows deviation type, location and activity for quality events. 

• Graph 22-24 shows deviation type, location and activity for other events. 

The report Events per month shows a graph over the number of events that occurred every month or 

week during a selected period, see figure 19. 

 

Figure 19 shows the graph from the report events per month for Arctic Paper Grycksbo during 2017. 

The report Risk rating shows a graph over risk ratings per worked hours or per number of employees. 

For this report to be used, it require the administrator to register the number of worked hours and/or 

the number of employees. 

The risk ratings are calculated by using the following equations. 

Worked hours: 

𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘𝑒𝑑 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠
∗ 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 1 000 000  (2) 

Number of employees: 

𝑟𝑖𝑠𝑘 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 =
𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠

𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑜𝑦𝑒𝑒𝑠
∗ 𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 1000   (3) 
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The report Injured body parts shows which body parts that have been injured in accidents during a 

selected period. The result is shown in a body map, see figure 20. 

 

Figure 20 shows a body map of injuries at Arctic Paper Grycksbo during 2017. 

For the paper industry (PIA), steel and metal industry (MIA), mining industry (GRIA) and energy 

industry (ENIA) an industry report is available. The report shows information about incidents, 

accidents, travel accidents and occupational disease. 
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6.1.5 Analysis 
In the fifth module, see figure 13, there are three tools, one tool to search for events in the organisation 

and the industry, one tool for creating graphs, see figure 21, and one tool for exporting information to 

Excel.  

 

Figure 21 shows a graph of injured body parts in all the industries that share information with the paper industry during 

2017. 

6.2 Arctic Paper Grycksbo’s use of PIA 
This chapter answers the question How is the PIA system used today on Arctic Paper Grycksbo? 

The mill in Grycksbo have used the system since 2002/2003 however there are events that have 

happened as early as 2000 reported in the system. The system was completely in use in the way that 

anyone could report events in 2010, before that, an event was reported through a foreman or manager. 

There are over 3000 events reported in the system whereof 233 events was reported during 2017.  

The process for handling the events at Arctic Paper Grycksbo mostly follows the process described by 

AFA (2017). The event manager is decided based on the location of the event and if the event is of the 

type risk observation, incident or environment and on the employment unit if the event is of the type 

accident, travel accident or occupational disease. To make sure that the events get through the process 

they have introduced a weekly meeting discussing the events in PIA and the process. On these 

meetings the managing director, the health and safety engineer, the AHSO, managers for production, 

maintenance, supply chain, steam & commodities, papermaking, pre-packaging and the personnel pool 

and representatives from HR participate.  

Arctic Paper Grycksbo have tested to download statistics to excel and compiled it to see trends over 

several years. They also noticed when testing the report injured body parts that the amount of head 

injuries had increased the last years and investigated it further. 

6.3 Benchmarking of the IA system 
The 15 benchmarked companies are as mentioned in chapter 3.4 using the systems PIA, MIA, GRIA, 

SKIA, SIA, TIA and WIA. How long the companies used the system varied, the company that has 
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used it the longest has used it since 1999/2000 and the company that has used it the shortest started 

using it during 2017.  

All the answering companies use the system to document and follow up work environment deviations, 

some of them also use it to document and follow up other types of deviations. Most of the companies 

use the system’s risk management module for safety inspections and risk analysis. Some of the 

companies use the system to produce statistics to analyse the work situation and trends.  

To which extent the companies use the system in their preventive work environment management 

varied. Some only use it to evaluate the incident reports and takes actions to try to hinder accidents, 

others use the system most of the functions in their preventive work environment management. 

Examples on preventive work environment activities that’s made using PIA are listed down below. 

• Make action plans. 

• Doing risk analyses. 

• Working with risk observations. 

• Register safety talks. 

• Safety inspections. 

• Analyse trends. 

• Make reports. 

• Present statistics. 

• Follow up. 

• Emergency drills. 

Most of the companies are positive to the system and likes that it’s easy to use and easy to access. The 

reasons for their appreciation of the system includes: 

• The accessibility. 

• Good help for managers to keep track on what needs to be done. 

• Possibility for cross-sectoral analyses and contacts. 

• Things doesn’t falls through the cracks. 

• It’s possible to use the system globally and throughout the concern. 

• It provides transparency. 

• It’s free to use. 

• Everybody can use the system. 

• The interface is intuitive. 

All the voices about the system isn’t all positive, the negative responses can be concluded by the 

points down below. 

• It’s hard to find/sort among action plans and risk analyses. 

• It’s important to start small when introducing the system and then expand the use. 

• It’s hard to change units and organisation structure in retrospect. 

• It’s hard to change authorisation and making them match changes in the organisation. 

• It’s hard as supervisor to follow up actions that one’s subordinates are responsible for. 

• The compatibility with maintenance software that were said to exist doesn’t exist. 

• It’s a bit too much information for the affected to fill in. 

• When new functions been added it has become more important for the companies to keep 

themselves updated on the possibilities with the system. 

• There is a risk that employees that seldom use the system feels that it’s hard to use and 

therefore avoids reporting events. 

• When introducing the system, it’s important to make sure that all events are reported when 

they happen. 

• The system requires more work than one might think. 
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So, the companies’ use of the IA system varies a lot. Some only use it for handling work environment 

deviations while others use it for managing and documenting most of the work environment 

management. The opinions regarding the system are mostly positive but there are some negative 

opinions among the company representatives.  

6.4 Possible improvements in the use of PIA 
During the investigation of the use of PIA at Arctic Paper Grycksbo and the benchmarking of the IA 

system some areas for improvement in Arctic Paper Grycksbo’s use of PIA was found. 

For Arctic Paper Grycksbo to succeed in their further work with the system they need to: 

• keep track of new functions in the system,  

• make sure that all events is reported,  

• update when changes are made in the organisation and employment for those involved with 

work in the system  

• give the system time and care, don’t let events delay and take the time to process statistics 

from the system. 

Arctic Paper Grycksbo can get better at making sure that events in the system doesn’t get delayed, 

takes too long to be processed or isn’t marked as done when they are done. When this part is written 

the 8th of May 2018 there is 39 delayed events where one is from 2014, three is from 2016, 22 is from 

2017 and 13 is from 2018.  

Arctic Paper Grycksbo can get better at investigating events since some investigations isn’t done 

properly. The quality of the investigations varies a lot. Some investigators are really good and seems 

to find the real root causes for the risks and proposes solutions that solves the root cause, while others 

just implement the first available solution without really investing the root causes.  

Arctic Paper Grycksbo can start using the risk management module to document all risk analyses. 

Today some risk analyses are made in the system and some are made and documented without the 

system. 

Arctic Paper Grycksbo can start using the system as a support when doing their work environment 

inspections. These are now made with support from a checklist divided into five parts and the 

inspections are documented in the intranet. 

Arctic Paper Grycksbo can use the risk management module to document more parts of the work 

environment management. 

Arctic Paper Grycksbo can get better and more systematic in analysing the information that is in the 

system.  
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7 New Practices for Using PIA 
Based on the possible improvements in chapter 6.4, the benchmarking presented in chapter 6.3, the 

visit at Bergkvist-Insjön and the phone interviews with companies using the system he 

recommendations for Arctic Paper Grycksbo are to improve their routines and start tracking statistics 

in accordance with this chapter. 

7.1 Routines 
Arctic Paper Grycksbo needs to get better at making sure that the events in the system doesn’t get 

delayed, by doing this their safety work becomes more systematic which is in line with what Harms-

Ringdahl (2001) says about the benefits with safety work. This can be made by keeping closer track of 

the dates for the events and updating them if needed. Some of the delayed events seem to be all done 

except for the fact that they isn’t marked as done so they need to get better at marking the events as 

done. 

Arctic Paper Grycksbo should improve the quality of their investigations. By doing this they improve 

their safety work in general, their safety work follows Stave’s (2005) safety process more and they get 

more advantage of Harms-Ringdahl’s (2001) benefits of safety work Some investigators does a really 

good job while some seem to jump into implementing the first solution they can come up with. 

Therefore I recommend them to start looking in to using the cause function to support the investigators 

in finding the causes for the event, this in combination with the current routine to use some root cause 

analysis. It might be a good idea to involve the safety representatives more in this work. 

Arctic Paper Grycksbo should take advantage of the risk management module to a larger extent than 

today, by doing this their safety system gets more proactive (Earnest, 1997) and find more risks before 

incidents occur. I recommend them to use the checklist they use for work environment inspections 

today as a template in the system. By doing this they can take advantage of the possibility to take notes 

and pictures with a phone with the IA application while doing the inspections. This would be 

beneficial since the inspections is documented while they’re performed and more of the work 

environment management are gathered in the same place. Arctic Paper Grycksbo does an inspection of 

the production units and the supply chain units that they call general inspections and these are made 

once a year and these aren’t currently made using any universal checklist, but the papermaking use a 

good checklist that can be adapted to the other units. I recommend considering using the system to 

conduct the general inspections as well. Currently most of the risk analyses made pre-changes are 

made using the system and follows the same template, they should keep on doing the risk analyses in 

the system so all the work with risks are gathered in the same places. 

Lastly I recommend them to start analysing the statistics described in chapter 7.2. 

7.2 Statistics 
It’s possible to find two types of statistics in the IA system, safety indicators and trends regarding the 

accidents and incidents. Some of the statistics are already measured by Arctic Paper Grycksbo and to 

start tracking some of them they need to report more detailed information about the events and start 

using the cause investigation function in the investigation module. Instructions for retrieving the 

statistics from the system are shown in Appendix 8. 

7.2.1 Safety indicators 
In the system there are safety indicators with both leading and lagging properties (ICMM, 2012). 

Twelve safety indicators was found and out of these three is leading and nine is lagging. Out of these, 

eight is recommended to start tracking. The information to start tracking these are already available in 

the system today. 
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The leading indicators Arctic Paper Grycksbo should start tracking are; the number of safety 

observations per year, the number of risk observations per year and the number of events where the 

risks have been eliminated. 

The lagging indicators Arctic Paper Grycksbo should start tracking is; the number of delayed events, 

the number of accidents per year, the number of incidents per year and the number of days since the 

last accident that caused sick leave. 

7.2.2 Trends 
In the system there are a lot of measures of trends for the events that are possible to analyse, I found 

thirteen that seemed to show something relevant. Out of these, Arctic Paper Grycksbo are 

recommended to start tracking seven of these measures. 

• Involved equipment 

• Injured body parts 

• Employment unit 

• Time when accidents and incidents occur 

• Activity when accidents and incidents occur 

• Event unit 

• Causes for injuries 

Arctic Paper Grycksbo can start tracking all of these immediately, but the information about involved 

equipment, activity and causes for injuries are not filled in for all reported events today. 
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8 Discussion 
This chapter discusses the project in general, the results of the project and the project’s relevance. 

8.1 The project 
The task I received from Arctic Paper Grycksbo was loosely formulated and what it said was, that I 

would investigate how they work with the PIA system and how they could improve this with a focus 

on the preventive capabilities of the system. Getting an apparently wide-ranging task was both good 

and bad at first. The advantage of a broad approach are the ability to direct the project in the direction 

I saw beneficial. The disadvantage of it was that the task initially felt tremendous and difficult to grab, 

especially since I did not have much knowledge of the IA system more than I heard of it and looked a 

bit at it at a company I previously worked at. The longer time the project went, I realized that the 

project was large enough and that it was very interesting. During the project I have gained a greater 

understanding of how companies actually work with the work environment and how positive a system 

like the IA system can be to improve the work environment management. 

The projects process has followed the project circle (Johansson, 1995) and has been iterative. The 

mapping and analysis of the system and Arctic Paper Grycksbo’s work environment management has 

been made using known methods and the development of new practices has been made using known 

methods and was based on other companies’ use of the system. The results should therefore be 

accurate and stable. To get more accurate and stable results more companies could have been 

benchmarked, interviews could have been made with event managers and some investigators at Arctic 

Paper Grycksbo.  

8.2 The results 
Safety work and the work of identifying and analysing risks is an important part of a good business. 

Harms-Ringdahl (2001) presents three benefits of doing and documenting safety work and risk 

analysis:  

• investigation and prevention of risks improve the safety 

• by documenting the process it’s possible to show that the work is systematic 

• it helps preventing production disturbances and it’s therefore good for business. 

By using the IA system and just reporting and thoroughly investigating accidents and incidents 

companies get these benefits.  

The conclusion of what Arctic Paper Grycksbo could improve was made based on what parts of the 

system they don’t use, how they use the system today and how others use the system. The conclusions 

drawn could have been different if I’ve interviewed some event managers and investigators and if I 

benchmarked more companies use of the system. 

The new practices I recommend for Arctic Paper Grycksbo has, as mentioned before, been developed 

based on how other companies use the system and with the theoretical framework as a reference for 

what characterise and signifies good safety work. All of the routines are based on the thought that by 

thinking of and discussing risks, hazards, facilitators and hindrance safety is improved (Stave, 2005). 

The routine regarding the investigations are based on Earnest’s (1995) focus on finding the root causes 

and aims to improve Arctic Paper Grycksbo’s focus on MTO since the causes function in the system 

uses a list of causes divided into the categories man, technology and organisation. The statistics I 

recommend for Arctic Paper Grycksbo are based on the theory about safety indicators (ICMM, 2012) 

and Earnest’s (1995) definitions of how a proactive safety system measures safety. The safety 

indicators I recommend Arctic Paper Grycksbo to start tracking are a mix of leading and lagging 

indicators and they say something about how effective the safety work is. The trends about the 

accidents and incidents aren’t safety indicators and they are a way to use and visualise the results of 

the accident and incident investigations.  
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The routines together with the statistic measures makes a proactive safety system that measures safety 

using both leading and lagging indicators and aims to have a MTO perspective.   

8.3 Relevance 
As work environment and safety becomes more important and a bigger part of everyday work it’s 

important to work with it systematical and document the work. Especially since it is regulated in the 

Swedish Work Environment Law (SFS 1977:1160) and AFS 2001:1. A system like the IA system is a 

helpful tool to document the work with work environment and to systematically investigate and 

manage risks.  

This thesis is relevant for the society since it shows how a system like the IA system can help 

companies and other employers to follow the Work Environment Law and AFS 2001:1. It gives some 

advice on what to consider when starting to use the system and when working with the system. The 

thesis and the system contributes to both economic and social sustainability. It contributes to social 

sustainability since it aims to improve the work with safety and the work environment and a safe and 

good work environment is an important part of a socially sustainable society. The system and this 

thesis contributes to economical sustainability since it according to Harms-Ringdahl (2001) is a 

positive economic investment to work with safety since it helps to prevent production disturbances.  

This thesis is relevant for Arctic Paper Grycksbo since it analyses their work with the work 

environment and the IA system and aims to improve it. The results aims to help them keep up their 

work and doing so in a safe and reliable way while following laws and regulations. By working with 

the work environment and IA system they follow the laws and regulations, they care for their 

employees and they gain the benefits that Harms-Ringdahl (2001) mentions. 

This thesis is relevant for the employees since it aims to improve the company’s safety work and in the 

employees working situation. If the company has a good, functioning routine for working with safety 

and primarily investigating risks the employees get a safer working environment. And in the long run 

this means that employees can work for more years and they doesn’t risk getting injured due to their 

work. 
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9 Conclusion 
In the beginning of the project, five research questions was formulated with basis in the project 

objectives and aims. In this chapter the research questions are answered to show how they are 

answered. 

9.1 How does the IA system work? What kind of information does the system 

require? What kind of information can the system provide? 
The IA system is based on reporting and investigating work environment deviations, it’s also possible 

to do preventive work environment work in the system, for example risk analyses and safety 

inspections. For the system to be resourceful in the work environment management it’s important that 

all accidents and incidents is reported and that the course of events is thoroughly described. It’s 

important to have a working routine for the investigation of the events to make sure that the root 

causes is found. By using the system the organisation can get better at reporting and investigating their 

work environment deviation, they can easier collect statistics about the events that happen and if they 

want they can gather all their work environment work in one place. 

9.2 How is the PIA system used today on Arctic Paper Grycksbo? 
Today Arctic Paper Grycksbo use it mostly to report and investigate work environment deviations 

such as accident, incidents, occupational diseases and risk observations, they also started testing the 

risk management module for risk analyses. Some environmental deviations are also reported in the 

system. Their process for handling the events follows the process presented in the system, but the 

quality of the investigations varies a lot and it happens that events take too long to handle so they get 

delayed. Arctic Paper Grycksbo has a weekly meeting with the managers in the production, the health 

and safety engineer and other involved in the work with PIA where they discuss the events and the 

handling of the events. 

9.3 How does Arctic Paper Grycksbo manage the working environment today? 
Arctic Paper Grycksbo’s work environment management are stands on two legs, the work with the 

committees and the work with PIA, see chapter 9.2. They have three levels of committees, the health 

and safety committee, the preparation committee and the working environment committees. The health 

and safety committee covers the whole company and discusses the information from the preparation 

committee and working environment committees. The preparation committee prepares questions to 

discuss at the health and safety committee. The working environment committees are one for most of 

the divisions and they make the work environment inspections and are responsible to rise questions to 

the health and safety committee. 

9.4 How do other companies use the PIA system or other variants of the IA system? 

Is it used for preventive work environment management? 
To which extent other companies use the system varies, and it depends on how long they’ve come in 

the process of implementing the system. Those who use it least only use it to report and investigate 

their work environment deviations. Those who use it some more use it to also evaluate and analysing 

the events to see where accidents and incidents happen, what objects that’s involved, what type of 

injuries that happen, etc. And those who use it the most does all this and does their safety inspections, 

risk analyses and much more work environment related in the system. As someone from one of the 

benchmarked companies said “If you want you can do anything in the system”. It varies between the 

companies who does the investigations but many of them involve safety representatives since they 

usually worked a long time and has knowledge about both the work and safety and health work. 
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9.5 How can Arctic Paper use the PIA system in their work environment management 

in the future? 
Arctic Paper Grycksbo has some areas where they can improve and develop their use of the system. 

They can improve the quality of the investigations so they are more consistent, start doing their work 

environment and general inspections in the system, involve more of the safety representatives in the 

investigations and they can start tracking some statistic measures regarding the events. They should 

keep close track of new functions in the system and not be afraid to test different functions in the risk 

management module. 
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10 Recommendation 
My recommendation for Arctic Paper Grycksbo is to look into the following areas of improvement. 

• Don’t letting events delay, especially not letting them be investigated and all actions done and 

just missing the mark showing that they are done. 

• Improving the quality of the investigations by primarily trying to use the cause function in the 

investigation module. 

• Start using the risk management module to do risk analyses, work environment inspections 

and consider using it for other checklists too. 

• Starting to track the safety indicators; the number of risk observations, the number of safety 

observations, the risk after actions, the number of delayed events, the number of accidents, the 

number of incidents and the number of days since last accident with sick leave. 

• Starting to track the trends; involved equipment, injured body parts, employment unit, time 

when accidents and incidents occur, activity when accidents and incidents occur, event unit, 

causes for injuries 
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Appendix 1 – Gantt chart 

 



 

Appendix 2 – Interview questions for interview with AHSO 
 

• What is the mission of the safety representatives (SKO’s)? 

• What differ between the mission of the safety representatives (SKO’s) and the mission of the 

principal safety representatives (HSO’s)? 

• What is your mission as AHSO? 

• What do you think about PIA? 

• Do you think that the company manages the work with PIA in a good way? Why/Why not? 

 

  



 

Appendix 3 – Interview questions about the company’s use of PIA with 

the health and safety engineer 
 

• How are the event manager designated? 

• What modules in the investigation module are used? 

• In the investigation module, are only 5 why (5?) of the investigative functions used? 

• Why are you using the risk management methods you’re using? 

• Which reports are used? How are they used? 

• Are the risk ratings used? How are they used? 

• Is the analysis tool used? How is it used? 

• How is an investigation made? Can I see how the module looks like for an investigator? 

• How did you do the investigation where you found that the number of head injuries had 

increased? Which functions in PIA did you use? 

• Who is attending the PIA meeting? 

  



 

Appendix 4 – Interview questions for phone interview with other 

companies 
 

• Which functions in the risk management module do you use? 

• How are the risk management module used? 

• How are the reports used? 

• How are the analysis module used? 

• How do you get the statistics from the system? Do you have any specific method or routine for 

gathering the statistics? 

• Do you have anything more to add about your use of the system? 

  



 

Appendix 5 – Interview questions for Bergkvist-Insjön 
 

• How do you manage the work environment work? 

• What routine do you have regarding the handling of the events reported in SIA? 

• Who investigates the events? 

• Which function in the risk management module do you use? 

• How do you use them? 

• How do you use the reports? 

• How do you use the analysis module? 

• How do you gather statistics about the events? Do you have a routine or method for gathering 

it? 

• Do you use excel to process information from the system? 

• How do you think the work with SIA works?  

  



 

Appendix 6 – Evaluation of ideas using the requirement specification 
Lagging indicator Need to be 

processed 

Information 

accessibility 

Total Percent of 

max 

Number of delayed 

events  

3 6 9 100 

Number of accidents  3 6 9 100 

Number of 

occupational 

diseases 

3 6 9 100 

Number of incidents  3 6 9 100 

Handling time 1 6 7 77,8 

Actual sick leave  1 6 7 77,8 

LTI 3 6 9 100 

Number of days 

since last accident  

1 6 7 77,8 

Number of days 

since last accident 

with sick leave  

1 6 7 77,8 

 

Trend measures Need to be 

processed 

Information 

accessibility 

Total  Percent of max 

Involved 

equipment * 

3 4 7 77,8% 

Injured body 

parts * 

3 6 9 100% 

Pains 

(Occupational 

diseases) 

1 4 5 55,6 % 

Age * 1 2 3 33,3% 

Gender 1 2 3 33,3% 

Employment unit 

* 

1 6 7 77,8% 

Time when 

accidents and 

incidents occur * 

1 6 6 66,7% 

Activity when 

accidents and 

incidents occur * 

1 6 7 77,8% 

Event unit * 1 4 5 55,6% 

Causes * 1 2 3 33,3% 

Operating mode 1 6 7 77,8% 

Expected sick 

leave 

1 6 7 77,8% 

Event managers 

with shortest 

handling times 

1 6 7 77,8% 

 

  



 

Appendix 7 – Evaluation of ideas using 2x2 matrix 

 



 

 



 

Appendix 8 – Guide for measuring statistics in Swedish 

Instruktion för att mäta säkerhetsindikatorerna (safety indicators) 
Det här dokumentet beskriver hur Arctic Paper Grycksbo bör göra för att bearbeta informationen i 

systemet för att analysera de rekommenderade säkerhetsindikatorerna. 

Ledande indikatorer (Leading indicators) 

• Antal säkerhetsobservationer 

• Antal riskobservationer 

• Risk efter 

Eftersläpande indikatorer (Lagging indicators) 

• Antal förfallna händelser  

• Antal tillbud 

• Antal olyckor 

• Antal dagar sedan senaste olycka med sjukfrånvaro 

Antalet dagar sedan senaste olycka med sjukfrånvaro mäts redan idag och redovisas idag på intranätet 

och på dörren till receptionen. 

Antal förfallna händelser mäts enklast direkt i systemet genom att antingen räkna ihop antalet 

orangefärgade händelser i grafen Händelsestatus på startsidan i systemet eller genom att söka i 

händelselistan efter händelser med status ”Förfallen” och titta på antalet träffar. 

För att mäta och följa de resterande säkerhetsindikatorerna förutom risk efter är det lämpligt att 

exportera data från systemet och bearbeta den i Excel. I analysmodulen finns funktionen Exportera 

data där det är möjligt att exportera ett års data i taget. Filen som laddas ner är en Excel-fil där varje 

händelsetyp har sitt eget blad. 

Sammanställ data för alla händelsetyper samlat på ett blad och samla data för flera år i en arbetsbok: 

1. På någon av händelsetypernas blad markera den översta vänstra rutan i tabellen, och klicka på 

Data>Från tabell/intervall. 

2. I fönstret som öppnas, klicka på välj kolumner och välj Händelsetyp och Händelsedatum. 

3. Klicka på pilen till Stäng och läs in och välj Stäng och läs in till. I dialogfönstret välj Nytt 

kalkylblad. Excel läser nu in informationen i det nya bladet. 

4. Upprepa stegen med övriga intressanta händelsetyper, men i det tredje steget välj att läsa in till 

det blad som skapades automatiskt tidigare. Välj att läsa in till rutan längst till vänster under 

de redan inlästa raderna. 

5. Om jämförelser ska göras med andra år kopiera informationen från det nya bladet till en ny 

arbetsbok och upprepa för övriga år. Lägg till en kolumn i den nya arbetsboken döpt till år och 

skriv det år det gäller för varje rad. 

För att analysera Antal händelser av olika typer följ stegen nedan: 

1. Markera den data som ska analyseras. Klicka på Infoga>Pivottabell. I dialogfönstret välj Nytt 

kalkylblad.  

2. I det nya bladet klicka i händelsetyp, händelsedatum och år i fältet till höger. De dyker nu upp 

i rutan rader (se till att år står överst i rutan), dra över händelsedatum till rutan värden. Nu 

kommer antalet händelser visas fördelat på år och händelsetyp. 

3. Infoga ett pivotdiagram genom att klicka på Pivotdiagram i menyn. Välj stapeldiagram. 

4. I fönstret visas nu ett stapeldiagram som visar antalet händelser fördelat på år och händelsetyp. 

För att lägga till ny data och uppdatera pivotdiagrammen följ stegen nedan: 

1. Sammanställ data enligt steg 1-4 i den första listan. 



 

2. Kopiera in ny data längst ner i bladet med den tidigare.  

3. För att uppdatera pivottabell klicka i pivottabellen så Verktyg för pivottabell visas på 

menyfliken. Klicka på Analysera>Ändra datakälla. Ange det område som ska användas i 

rutan Tabell/område. 

För att analysera Risken efter åtgärd, dvs hur bra de är på att eliminera stegen nedan: 

1. Sammanställ data enligt instruktionen ovan för händelsetyperna Riskobservation, Tillbud och 

Olycksfall. Använd kolumnerna Händelsetyp, Händelsedatum, Risk (före), Ingen utredning 

och Risk (efter). 

2. Använd filtrerings verktyget för kolumnen Ingen utredning och välj att bara visa Nej för alla 

år och händelsetyper.  

3. Markera all data och klicka på Infoga>Pivottabell. 

4. I det nya bladet klicka i risk efter, händelsedatum och år i fältet till höger. De dyker nu upp i 

rutan rader (se till att år står överst i rutan), dra över händelsedatum till rutan värden. Nu 

kommer antalet händelser visas fördelat på år och risken efter åtgärder. 

5. Infoga ett pivotdiagram genom att klicka på Pivotdiagram i menyn. Välj stapeldiagram. 

6. I fönstret visas nu ett stapeldiagram som visar antalet händelser fördelat på år och risken efter 

åtgärder. I diagramfönstret filtrera bort År och (tom) från fältet år. 

Instruktion för att följa trender kring olyckor och tillbud 
Det här dokumentet beskriver hur Arctic Paper Grycksbo bör göra för att bearbeta informationen i 

systemet för att analysera trender kring olyckor och tillbud. 

Trender som Arctic Paper Grycksbo bör analysera: 

• Inblandade objekt 

• Skadade kroppsdelar 

• Anställningsenhet 

• Händelseenhet 

• Aktivitet då olyckor och tillbud sker 

• Tid på dygnet då olyckor och tillbud sker 

• Skadeorsak 

För att analysera vilken tid på dygnet som olyckor och tillbud sker är det enklast att i analysmodulen i 

systemet välja olyckor och tillbud som händelsetyper och den händelseperiod man önskar analysera. I 

diagramdelen väljs fördelning: händelsetidpunkt, diagramtyp: stapeldiagram och årsvis summerat. När 

man klickar på Visa diagram visas ett diagram över vilka tider som händelserna skett under den 

angivna tidsperioden.  

För att mäta och följa resterande trender är det lämpligt att exportera data från systemet och bearbeta 

den i Excel. I analysmodulen finns funktionen Exportera data där det är möjligt att exportera ett års 

data i taget. Filen som laddas ner är en Excel-fil där varje händelsetyp har sitt eget blad. 

Sammanställ data för alla händelsetyper samlat på ett blad och samla data för flera år i en arbetsbok: 

6. På bladet Tillbud markera den översta vänstra rutan i tabellen, och klicka på Data>Från 

tabell/intervall. 

7. I fönstret som öppnas, klicka på välj kolumner och välj Händelsedatum och Anställningsenhet, 

Aktivitet, Skadeorsak, Inblandat objekt och Händelseenhet. 

8. Klicka på pilen till Stäng och läs in och välj Stäng och läs in till. I dialogfönstret välj Nytt 

kalkylblad. Excel läser nu in informationen i det nya bladet. 

9. Upprepa stegen på bladet Olyckor, men lägg även till Skadade kroppsdelar och i det tredje 

steget välj att läsa in till det blad som skapades automatiskt tidigare. Välj att läsa in till rutan 

längst till vänster under de redan inlästa raderna. 



 

10. Om jämförelser ska göras med andra år kopiera informationen från det nya bladet till en ny 

arbetsbok och upprepa för övriga år. Lägg till en kolumn i den nya arbetsboken döpt till år och 

skriv det år det gäller för varje rad. 

För att analysera Inblandade objekt följ stegen nedan: 

5. Markera den data som ska analyseras. Klicka på Infoga>Pivottabell. I dialogfönstret välj Nytt 

kalkylblad.  

6. I det nya bladet klicka i inblandat objekt, händelsedatum och år i fältet till höger. De dyker nu 

upp i rutan rader (se till att år står överst i rutan), dra över händelsedatum till rutan värden. Nu 

kommer antalet händelser visas fördelat på år och inblandat objekt. 

7. Infoga ett pivotdiagram genom att klicka på Pivotdiagram i menyn. Välj stapeldiagram. 

8. I fönstret visas nu ett stapeldiagram som visar antalet händelser fördelat på år och inblandat 

objekt. 

För att analysera Skadade kroppsdelar följ stegen nedan 

1. Markera den data som ska analyseras. Klicka på Infoga>Pivottabell. I dialogfönstret välj Nytt 

kalkylblad.  

2. I det nya bladet klicka i skadade kroppsdelar, händelsedatum och år i fältet till höger. De 

dyker nu upp i rutan rader (se till att år står överst i rutan), dra över händelsedatum till rutan 

värden. Nu kommer antalet händelser visas fördelat på år och skadade kroppsdelar. 

3. Infoga ett pivotdiagram genom att klicka på Pivotdiagram i menyn. Välj stapeldiagram. 

4. I fönstret visas nu ett stapeldiagram som visar antalet händelser fördelat på år och skadade 

kroppsdelar. 

För att analysera Anställningsenhet följ stegen nedan 

1. Markera den data som ska analyseras. Klicka på Infoga>Pivottabell. I dialogfönstret välj Nytt 

kalkylblad.  

2. I det nya bladet klicka i anställningsenhet, händelsedatum och år i fältet till höger. De dyker 

nu upp i rutan rader (se till att år står överst i rutan), dra över händelsedatum till rutan värden. 

Nu kommer antalet händelser visas fördelat på år och anställningsenhet. 

3. Infoga ett pivotdiagram genom att klicka på Pivotdiagram i menyn. Välj stapeldiagram. 

4. I fönstret visas nu ett stapeldiagram som visar antalet händelser fördelat på år och 

anställningsenhet. 

För att analysera Händelseenhet följ stegen nedan 

1. Markera den data som ska analyseras. Klicka på Infoga>Pivottabell. I dialogfönstret välj Nytt 

kalkylblad.  

2. I det nya bladet klicka i händelseenhet, händelsedatum och år i fältet till höger. De dyker nu 

upp i rutan rader (se till att år står överst i rutan), dra över händelsedatum till rutan värden. Nu 

kommer antalet händelser visas fördelat på år och händelseenhet. 

3. Infoga ett pivotdiagram genom att klicka på Pivotdiagram i menyn. Välj stapeldiagram. 

4. I fönstret visas nu ett stapeldiagram som visar antalet händelser fördelat på år och 

händelseenhet. 

För att analysera Aktivitet följ stegen nedan 

1. Markera den data som ska analyseras. Klicka på Infoga>Pivottabell. I dialogfönstret välj Nytt 

kalkylblad.  

2. I det nya bladet klicka i aktivitet, händelsedatum och år i fältet till höger. De dyker nu upp i 

rutan rader (se till att år står överst i rutan), dra över händelsedatum till rutan värden. Nu 

kommer antalet händelser visas fördelat på år och aktivitet. 

3. Infoga ett pivotdiagram genom att klicka på Pivotdiagram i menyn. Välj stapeldiagram. 

4. I fönstret visas nu ett stapeldiagram som visar antalet händelser fördelat på år och aktivitet. 

För att analysera Skadeorsaker typer följ stegen nedan 



 

1. Markera den data som ska analyseras. Klicka på Infoga>Pivottabell. I dialogfönstret välj Nytt 

kalkylblad.  

2. I det nya bladet klicka i skadeorsak, händelsedatum och år i fältet till höger. De dyker nu upp 

i rutan rader (se till att år står överst i rutan), dra över händelsedatum till rutan värden. Nu 

kommer antalet händelser visas fördelat på år och skadeorsak. 

3. Infoga ett pivotdiagram genom att klicka på Pivotdiagram i menyn. Välj stapeldiagram. 

4. I fönstret visas nu ett stapeldiagram som visar antalet händelser fördelat på år och skadeorsak. 

För att lägga till ny data och uppdatera pivotdiagrammen följ stegen nedan: 

4. Sammanställ data enligt steg 1-4 i den första listan. 

5. Kopiera in ny data längst ner i bladet med den tidigare.  

6. För att uppdatera pivottabell klicka i pivottabellen så Verktyg för pivottabell visas på 

menyfliken. Klicka på Analysera>Ändra datakälla. Ange det område som ska användas i 

rutan Tabell/område. 

 


